## DIRECTION

**Director:** Giorgio DI NATALE  
**Deputy Director:** Laurent FESQUET  
**Administrative manager:** Anne-Laure FOURNERET  
**Executive assistant:** Laurence BEN TITO

### Administrative and financial pole

**Manager:** Anne-Laure FOURNERET  
- **Anne-Laure FOURNERET:** human resources, special events, communication  
- **Laurence BEN TITO:** executive and laboratory assistant, communication

### Technical pole

**Manager:** Frédéric CHEVROT  
- **Frédéric CHEVROT:** systems, networks and park manager  
- **Nicolas GARNIER:** systems and networks administrator  
- **Ahmed KHALID:** computer park manager

**Manager:** Adrien PROST-BOUCLE  
- **Adrien PROST-BOUCLE:** development engineer  
- **Alice DE BIGNICOURT:** development engineer, webmaster  
- **Mamadou DIALLO:** development engineer  
- **Aurélien NICOLET:** CDD research engineer - Provided by CMP Lab  
- **Jean-François PAILLOTIN:** research engineer - Provided by CMP Lab

### Research teams

- **AMfoRS (Architectures and Methods for Resilient Systems)**  
  **Manager:** Paolo MAISTRI
- **CDSI (Design of Integrated devices, Circuits and Systems)**  
  **Manager:** Laurent FESQUET
- **RMS (Reliable RF and Mixed-signal Systems)**  
  **Manager:** Manuel BARRAGAN  
  **Support engineer:** Daniel DZAHINI
- **SLS (System Level Synthesis)**  
  **Manager:** Olivier MULLER

### Project managers

- **Health & Safety assistant:** Ahmed KHALID  
- **Sustainable development:** Frédéric CHEVROT  
- **Communication:** Anne-Laure FOURNERET  
- **CIME platform relationship:** Katell MORIN-ALLORY  
- **FMNT platform relationship:** Skandar BASROUR  
- **Scientific animation:** Liliana ANDRADE  
- **Parity referent:** Elena-Ioana VATAJELU  
- **Partnership and Development Correspondent:** Michele PORTOLAN

### Other authorities

- **Laboratory Council**  
- **Scientific Council**  
- **Group-Lead**  
- **IATS/ITA Council**

**TIMA organization chart: 01/01/2022**